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republication of the original texts.’ There are, however, a number of manuscripts
which were overlooked by Fraser, and by subsequent researchers, including a
manuscript (c.1838) of a partial translation of the Gospel of St Mark?
Threlkeld’s broader documentary legacy has been we/1 known since Neil
Gunson’s monumental publication, Australian Reminiscences and Papers of L. E.
Threlkeld (1974) -- an authoritative edition of Threlkeld’s ’Reminiscences’
(serialised in the colonial press during the early 1850s), his previously unpublished
’Memoranda Selected from Twenty Four Years of Missionary Engagements in the
South Seas and Australia’ (1838), and an almost exhaustive plethora of reports and
correspondence relating to q~arelkeld’s career in New South Wales.6 Historians have
made extensive use of the larger body of this material, but have tended to gloss over
his linguistic works. They are seen obviously as highly unique and innovative,
testimony to his extraordinary intelligence, perseverance, and determination to
accomplish something that no other European achieved in early Australia. But their
significance mad their relevance have not been well understood by historians.
This article aims to redress that omission by examining the history of
Threlkeld’s linguistic work, exploring the climate in which this remarkable work
was undertaken and placing it within the context of his career as a missionary and
an advocate of the Aboriginal cause. In particular, it expands on the work of Anna
Johnston who has written more broadly about the documents and texts produced by
missionaries in Australia and the South Pacific during the nineteenth century. Her
exploration of missionary .texts considers the ’inherently political’ aspect of
missionary writing, or the waysAn~hich missionaries strategically manipulated
their writing to win public support and vindication for their own peculiar aims and
actions. Threlkeld forms an importa~i subject in her work, for he is an obvious and
excellent example of the politicised missionary - outspoken and persistent in his
advocacy on behalf of Aborigines, a serial controversialist and an implacable
nuisance to the pastoralists of New South Wales. Johnston develops her discussion
of Threlkeld’s political agenda through consideration of his diaries, letters, and his
advocacy as an interpretey for Aboriginal defendants in the New South Wales
Supreme Court, but she sees his linguistic project as the ’least political part of his
work’, except as far as it was applied to his work in the courts, it being rather ’a kind
of scholarly good-will’ .7
I suggest that Threlkeld’s work was also inherently political- that it was, in fact,
a primary means through which he cultivated his own personal and political agendas.
Threlkeld’s linguistic works were construed and pursued as a means of establishing
the intrinsic integrity and intelligence of Aboriginal society, his ultimate aim being
to demonstrate their capacity for improvement and their worthiness for salvation. In
a colony, and at a time, when missionary endeavours were regarded suspiciously and
fared badly, the necessity and use of such a political stance was heightened.
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administrators and Royal Marines of the First Fleet had expended great effort in
capturing the ’expressive and sonorous’ Sydney language.~’ Yet imperial orders
regarding Aborigines were subsidiary and vague, demanding ’amity and kindness’
and the extension of the principles of British justice, but not encouraging that
’intercourse’ be furthered by language acquisition. It quickly transpired that
Aborigines were more likely to learn English, and that the cultures would
communicate through an emerging lingua franca - ’a mutilated and incorrect
language~ formed entirely on the imperfect knowledge and improper application ...
of the native’s words’. This in fact allowed Aborigines something of an ’advantage’
over the newcomers, their aptitude and comprehension of English being clearly
greater than the colonists’ understanding of Aboriginal.~2
While Europeans generally found Aboriginal languages too difficult, and easy to
neglect, a facility in English became a means for Aboriginal people to explore,
rationalise and adapt to a new social milieu.’3 So the study of Aboriginal languages
quickly waned, aside from the obligatory but desultory wordlists collected by
colonial explorers and some public administrators on the remote settlements?4
Those most likely to acquaint themselves with Aboriginal languages did so for
reasons that were pragmatic, rather than intellectual or spiritual, being for the most
part convicts and other workers, or sometimes their employers, who mighi have
acquired a limited facility from their close contact with Aborigines on the margins
of colonial society. In Australia, as elsewhere, it was the missionaries who were
most inclined to develop a disciplined interest in Aboriginal languages. The stunted
history Of Indigenous language acquisition in early Australia is owed, pre-eminently,
to the absence and ambivalence of missionaries during the colony:’s first thirty years.
The LMS delegation which arrived’in New South Wales in 1824, with Threlkeld
in tow, found a society stirring with evangelical clergymen and sympathetic citizens,
yet one virtually devoid of any meaningful, proactive missionary field work.
Though the colony’s Aboriginal populations seemed in desperate and urgent need of
ministration~ most local clergymen and arlministrators were extremely ambivalent
and pessimistic about the prospect of civilising the Indigenes, while broader colonial
opinion was openly hostile to it. Although the British occupation of Australia
coincided with the ascendancy of evangelical humanitarianism, the Australian
colonies were a conspicuously lesser field of missionary interest, and the
contribution of evangelicals to the wider stratagems and struggles of colonial New
South Wales, while considerable; was markedly weak in comparison to other
spheres of Empire. Missionary projects in New South Wales were/ate, limited and
easily retracted amid financial pressures and rapidly eroding prospects. They were
underlined, and undone, by a tendency to imagine that Aborigines occupied the
lower rungs of the world’s racial hierarchy, and that they were, despite all good
intentions and Biblical injunctions, something of a special case, almost incapable of
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not himself an evangelical, built his reputation and career on a moral and intellectual
commitment to the welfare of the indigenous peoples of Empire, being a significant
exponent of Britain’s civilising mission in the colonies - of its duty to embrace and
elevate Aboriginal populations through what Jane Samson has termed ’imperial
benevolence’ or ’protective supremacy’?~ The scheme won the support of the
colony’s soon to be outgoing Governor, Sir Thomas Brisbane, who pledged his
interest probably out of a sense of his own public image, having done little else
during his term to vindicate the hopes of colonial evangelicals that his appointment
heralded a ’glorious epoch’ for Australian missionaries?2
Importantly, it was a scheme hatched in the context of recent alarming and
politically sensitive developments in colonial policy in Australia, Governor
Brisbane having, on the advice of the Attorney General, taken the unprecedented
and dubious step of placing the colony’s western frontier under a state of martial
law, legalising the violent suppression of Aboriginal attacks on European property
and persons.23 The episode, which presaged a growing state of conflict on the
frontiers of settlement in New South Wales, brought the question of Aboriginal
policy to the forefront of administrative and public opinion, generating a lively and
divisive public debate over the appropriate measures needed to counteract this
increasing dilemma. In this discussion, missionary voices came to the fore, and
included the first clear calls for missionaries to employ the linguistic technique?4
These developments, which beg~n to feed into a broader imperial discourse over the
treatment and fate of the Empire’s Indigenous populations, would see the New
South Wales authorities align themselves with evangelicals over the next fifteen
years in a series of experimental attempts to counter the type of conflict that
characterised pastoral expansion iff New South Wales. In Threlkeld’s case, it
amounted to a reservation of 10,000 acres in trust for the use of the LMS on the
coast at Reid’s Mistake (now Swansea/Belmont), with a view to this becoming a
formal grant, or else forfeited in the event of the project failing?5 Threlkeld’s brief
was to instruct the Aborigines ’in the arts of reading, writing, &c’, in order to
communicate ’a knowledge of the doctrines and precepts of the Gospel] and the
duties which they owe to the Government of this Country, and mankind in general.’2"
Thus, Threlkeld’s religious instruction to Aborigines was to be imparted with the
dual aim, in his own words, ’of their becoming Christians, and ultimately civilized
subjects of the state’ ,~7 though he and others were quickly disabused of any hope that
either objective might be accomplished in the short term. His attempt to save
Aboriginal souls was inextricably linked with the need of the colonial authorities to
bring Aboriginal populations within the fold of European culture and authority. In
the brief nexus between government and evangelicals during the 1820s and 1830s,
the concepts of Christianising and civilising were thus enmeshed,2~ though they
might be sometimes untangled in debate over the missionary method - whether it
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reflect and rationalise, and develop the self-esteem and sense of duty necessary to
become wholesome Christians and compliant citizens of the Empire. These, then,
were the political and ideological underpinnings of Reverend Threlkeld’s linguistic
mission.
From the outset, capturing the language was the principal and most prioritised
aspect of Threlkeld’s missionary work. From the moment he arrived at Newcastle he
sought to get ’amongst the natives as much as possible’, following them on their
foraging expeditions and social engagements, armed with his pencil and
alphabetically-paged notebook?4 To overcome the exertions of itiuerating through
the bush, he set up a tent (a gift from Chief Justice Francis Forbes) from which he
distributed tobacco and rations. The best rewards were gained when he acquired a
boat, fishing providing the most agreeable means of making quality time?5
From these earliest experiences, Threlkeld derived a number of pleasing and
encouraging lessons. He quickly understood that Aborigines were eager to instruct
him, and that they were extremely patient and persevering. They were also very
particular about having him understand the correct meanings and pronunciations of
phrases, so he was confident that his work would be accurate and authentic ?~’ It was
at times a humbling experience, laden with rich, self-effacing moments that
unsettled his cultural assumptions, such as when they ’laughed at my stupidity in not
understanding quickly’. At a time when much opinion was being aired about the
supposed innate deficiency o~" th( Aboriginal intellect, Threlkeld was moved to
remark that his Aboriginal tutors thought him somewhat .dim-witted in not being
able to easily attain their native l’~nguage.37
Threlkeld also discovered that the acquisition of an Australian language would
be ’attended with much greater difficulty’ than he had experienced in the South
Seas. Aside from the problems of existing among semi-nomadic hunters and
gatherers, the language seemed much more complicated in its structure and peculiar
in its rules?8 This was an important discovery for Threlkeld, one that not only
challenged and inspired him, but also went some way towards validating his project.
This was because the language contained clear substantiation of complex ideas,
abstract concepts, pensiveness and dignity. It afforded ’a convincing proof that they
have an equal share of intellectual power with others of the human race.’3’)
Threlkeld referred often to the prevailing view that ’the Blacks had no language
at all but were only a race of the monkey tribe.’ While views of the degeneracy and
iniquitous nature of Aboriginal society had great biblical and cultural underpinnings
for early Australian colonists, Threlkeld also recognised such beliefs as a convenient
and crude rationalisation for dispossession, ’for if it could be proved that the
Aborigines of New South Wales were only a species of wild beasts, there could be
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Grarmnar as established in books to the expression of a simple people’? Bannister
suggested that all Threlkeld really needed to do was produce a simple ’examination
of the mere actual modes of speech in use’, sufficient to establish evidence of’a very
curious and instructive stage of the human mind’ upon which a case could be made
to attract more resources to the mission. Nevertheless, Bannister forwarded
Threlkeld’s early work to the authorities in London, using it to bolster the claim for
more funds. Copies were also sent to the representatives of other missionary
societies, to demonstrate that Threlkeld was not being factional or selfish, but rather
was working for a wider, more noble cause.4~
As part of his mission to dispel what he called ’the gloomy clouds of ignorance’
shrouding European perceptions of Aborigines9 Threlkeld also recorded many
detailed observations of Aboriginal culture, emphasising their ingenuity and mastery
of their environment, relating aspects of their customs, laws and rituals, and
describing a number of religious ’beings!. Such observations were, like his linguistic
works, tendered as evidence of Aboriginal intelligence and integrity; expected to
gratify those who supported the cause and possibly to convert those who did not. He
continued to make these sorts of observations throughout his career, but gradually
his efforts became focused more squarely on unlocking the mysteries of the
Aboriginal language to demonstrate their capacity for great material and spiritual
achievement.
And it became increasingly necessary for him to prove this point. There were
numerous circumstances spurrin~ Threlkeld to greater effort and motivating him to
ensure that his work was moire wklely appreciated. Almost as soon as he established
his mission at Lake Macquarie, Threlkeld was assailed by ’artful intrigues’,
consequent on the departure in 1 ~26 of his key backers, Saxe Banister and Governor
Brisbane.s° Almost immediately there were attempts to withdraw or hijack the
mission, particularly by his supervisor, Reverend Marsden, who looked to replace
Thre/keld and remove the Aborigines from the mission in order to set up a station
for Maoris.51 Threlkeld was also drawn into dispute with the LMS over the
establishment costs of the mission, after he incurred expenses that the Society
refused to honour, resulting in his being temporarily imprisoned in Sydney for debt
in 1827.52
It was in this climate that Threlkeld, in early 1827, offered his first printed
pamphlet, titled ’Specimens of a Dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales:
Being the first attempt to form their speech into a written language’.5~ It consisted of
27 pages of translation, mostly columns of ’interrogative’ and ’imperative
sentences’ in Aboriginal, set next to the English translation, with an explanation of
his orthography. It was accompanied by a summary of the state and prospects of his
mission and the challenges facing it in the short term, in essence a plea for funds and
patience. Almost 300 copies were printed, which were wktely circulated among the
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Within four years, Threlkeld had cultivated his reputation and established the
significance and legitimacy of his work, sufficiently to set himself up as the first
non-aligned, state-funded missionary to the Aborigines of New South Wales.
Thereafter, what was required of Threlkeld was continuing evidence of his success
in attaining the Aboriginal language. Threlkeld had the progress of his linguistic
work publicised in the colonial press, reporting his ’laudable anxiety’ in ’studying
that dialect which has hitherto baffled every European who has attempted it’, and
confirming that they were ’by no means the degraded, unintellectual beings they
have been represented’ 24 From this point, the linguistic component subordinated all
other aspects of his missionary endeavour. His translations become his primary nonsecular preoccupation, and evidently the key element of his mission, though he was
perpetually hampered by lack of facilities, and by the fact that Aborigines attended
less frequently once his fishing boats became unserviceable.6~ Although he claimed
(perhaps in response to criticisms of the pertinence of his work) that his translations
remained ’the foundation of my oral instructions to them’,~6 it appears that, at the
very time he was beginning to master his rendition of the Aboriginal language, he
largely gave up the prospect of teaching Aborigines to read.
Over the next decade Threlkeld was engaged principally in producing four
related works - a translation of St Luke, A Selection of Prayers, a comprehensive
Grammar, and a Spelling Book. He continued periodically to strategically submit
excerpts of his works-in-progress to his backers, usually at the most opportune
times. And yet, throughout the 1830s, his work continued to attract a ~nixture of
admiration and scepticism. In ~Ju~’e 1831, the New South Wales Archdeacon,
William Grant Broughton, advised Governor Darling that despite Threlkeld’s
obvious ’"
industry and zeal’ , there was no evidence that he was ’competent to hold a
lengthened conversation with the natives, even upon ordinary topics, in their own
dialect’Y7 Three years later, when the Society for the Propagation of Christian
Knowledge allocated £150 for the publication of Threlkeld’s Gospel of St Luke,
Broughton advised against it, for though the work provided ’most gratifying proof
of the industry and ingenuity o Mr Threlkeld , ~ts accuracy could not be practically
tested, and in any event Aborigines were not ’in a sufficient state of preparation and
intelligence to read it.’~
What is noticeable (at least to those not linguistically trained) is that Tbrelkeld
did not cynically solicit support and admiration through the sheer quantity of his
work, or the speed at which he produced it. Rather, he aimed to impress through
quality. Each of his works was revised multiple times over the next several years, as
he struggled to devise the best means of capturing and communicating the language
in writing. In 1833, for example, eight year~ into his study, Threlkeld completely
revised his orthography, believing that his previous work had become unnecessarily
encumbered with the letter H.69 The following year he found it necessary to construct
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though he now began to receive recognition as ’the Father of discovery in reference
to the Languages of Australia’ ,~ including the acknowledgement of the Ethnological
Society in London, which elected him Corresponding Member in 1854.77
In 1857 he was spurred back into action by Sir George Grey - the former
Governor of South Australia, and New Zealand, now in South Africa, who was
diligently cataloguing and publishing Indigenous language materials and had long
been familiar with Threlkeld’s work. Grey urged, and offered to fund Threlkeld, to
finally complete his translation of the Gospel of St Luke.TM Threlkeld agreed,
undertaking yet another revision, and commencing a Lexicon to accompany it. He
wrestled with the Lexicon, with characteristic pedantry and frustration, and in fact
it remained unfinished when he died in Sydney in October 1859. But St Luke, which
may be regarded as his masterpiece and crowning glory, was finalised in 1857.
Bemoaning the ’little encouragement for such things in this Colony’, he forwarded
the manuscript to Grey in July the following year.79 But he did so in the painful
knowledge that it was submitted as an historical document - ’a work of curiosity, a
record of the language of the tribe that once existed and would have, otherwise, been
numbered with those nations and their forgotten languages and peoples with their
unknown tongues who have passed away from this globe and are buried in
oblivion.’~°
This short history of Threlkeld’s linguistic project has plaged it in the context of
his career as a missionary and an advocate of Aboriginal causes. I have endeavoured
to understand the extent to which-it was, in the early stages particularly, a partially
political exercise, designed to prove~ that Aborigines were more sophisticated and
intelligent than was commonly imagined, and therefore worthy of the funding of
missionary enterprises such as his own. On a more personal level, his own energies
and scholarship were necessary to bolster his particular claims for funding and
support, at times when powerful forces were arraigned against him.
This is not to undervalue the higher purposes which informed his linguistic
mission. Threlkeld was moved by various concerns. He genuinely believed that
codifying the Aboriginal language and teaching them, and Europeans, to read it, was
fundamental to bringing Aborigines into the light of God, and to bringing the races
together into a shm’ed, civilised community. As time went by, he, like most
missionaries of the colonial period, encountered a sense of helplessness and
disillusionment, as Aboriginal populations resisted the measures designed to
improve them, and as their numbers appeare, d to recede inexorably towards
extinction. Ultimately, Threlkeld’s studies became an end in themselves - pursued
tenaciously~ for the sake of perfection and preservation, long after Awabakal had
practically ceased to be a living language. It became a labour of love, and a matter
of knowledge.
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